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• Climate context 

• National / global focus on risk & resilience

• Liability and responsibility

• The NCCRA

• Assessing climate risk

• Adaptation considerations

• Climate risk governance

• Reflections and closing thoughts



Climate change context 



Language 



“We must plan for a 4 degree 
world, while aiming for a 1.5 
degree world”.
C40 Cities



Urgency





Uncertainty



Hazards



Hazards

Source: Rob Bell, NIWA

For NZ, change in frequency from 
1/century to 1/year
• After modest SLR of 30-45cm
• Occurs from mid century onwards



Global natural hazard 
events



Is unprecedented the 
new normal?

• ICNZ: Mean annual loss of 
$150M 2013-2018

• What about uninsured?

• Droughts alone cost $720M 
in economic losses from 
2007 to 2017

• ICNZ: 2021 loss estimate 
$180M+! 



National / global focus on climate, 
liabilities





Responsibilities and 
liabilities



The NCCRA



NCCRA – an overview 
• New Zealand’s first National Climate 

Change Risk Assessment 

• Provides picture of how New Zealand may 
be affected by climate change-related 
hazards

• Enables Government to prioritise actions

• Govt currently developing the NAP



Adaptation plan process



Headline risks

Natural environment
Coastal + indigenous ecosystems

Human
Social cohesion + wellbeing
Exacerbating + creating new inequities

Economy
Governments economic costs
Financial system instability

Built environment
Potable water supplies 
Buildings and communities

Governance
Maladaptation across all domains
Institutional arrangements not fit for purpose 
or co-ordinated



NCCRA Built Env Risks

Built Environment Risk Risk Rating 

 Now 2050 2100 

B1 Risk to potable water supplies (availability and 
quality) due to changes in rainfall, temperature, 
drought, extreme weather events and ongoing sea-
level rise.  

Major Extreme Extreme 

B2 Risks to buildings due to extreme weather events, 
drought, increased fire weather and ongoing sea-level 
rise.  

Major Extreme Extreme 

B3 Risks to landfills and contaminated sites due to 
extreme weather events and ongoing sea-level rise.  

Mod Major Major 

B4 Risk to wastewater and stormwater systems (and 
levels of service) due to extreme weather events and 
ongoing sea-level rise. 

Major Extreme Extreme 

B5 Risks to ports and associated infrastructure due to 
extreme weather events and ongoing sea-level rise.  

Min Mod Major 

B6 Risks to linear transport networks due to changes 
in temperature, extreme weather events and ongoing 
sea-level rise.  

Major Major Extreme 

B7 Risk to airports due to changes in temperature, 
wind, extreme weather events and ongoing sea-level 
rise.  

Major Major Extreme 

B8 Risks to electricity infrastructure due to changes in 
temperature, rainfall, snow, extreme weather events, 
wind and increased fire weather. 

Mod Mod Major 

 



Assessing climate risk



Guidance



New MfE Guidance



Key points
• Staged approach (identification & 

screening → detailed rating)

• Multiple time horizons

• Assumptions on use of RCP Scenarios

• Need to use risk ‘domains’ (incl transition)

• Consider opportunities and risks

• Considers direct and indirect risks



Process

Prioritised risksRisk shortlistRisk longlist



Approach
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Example output



TCFD – new terminology



For organisations | Propagation of climate risk 

Organisation value chain risks (physical & transition)

T+T – adapted from CICERO (2017), Shades of climate risk



Climate risk governance



The NCCRA 

• Climate change is no longer a mere 
environmental concern: for many, it 
presents a material financial risk

• Directors and managers must assess 
and manage climate risk as they 
would any other financial risk



Risk governance 
– laying the 
groundwork

Secure support of the board of directors and executive leadership team
Secure 
support

Integrate climate change into key governance processes, enhancing 
Council oversight through audit and risk committeesIntegrate

Bring together sustainability, governance, finance, and compliance 
colleagues to agree on roles

Bring 
together

Look specifically at the financial impact of climate risk and how it relates to 
revenues, expenditures, assets, liabilities

Financial 
lens

Assess risk against at least two scenariosAssess risk

Adapt existing enterprise-level and other risk management processes to 
take account of climate risk

Adapt 
existing 

Prepare the information you report as if it were going to be assuredPrepare



Considerations for good 
decision - making
• Refer lgnz 7.1 



Reflections and closing thoughts



Principles for risk 
assessment & 
adaptation

Reflections

1. Embed and integrate approaches between 
asset managers, emergency managers, 
planners, funders – to incorporate climate 
and natural hazard risk

2. We need to build and maintain good quality 
data - for assets and hazards, to enable 
evidenced based planning for climate risk 
(linked with renewals, new capex).

3. Assess where you are ‘at’ – with respect to 
maturity of your organisation

4. Consider adaptation early, and look for co-
benefits

5. We need fluency in the new language of 
climate change – incl mitigation, adaptation 
and ‘carbon’.



“Human civilization is built 
on the premise that the 
level of the sea is stable, 
as indeed it has been for 
several thousand years”.

NY Times


